Producer-Information
Personal protective equipment cannot guarantee complete
protection against cuts from handheld chainsaws.
The protective effect can be achieved in a number of diffe
rent ways,
• Chain or cutting attachment slides oft the surface so that
the material is not cut. This protective function may dete
riorate on rubber boots over a period of time.
• Fibers which are pulled into the chain drive sprocket and
stop chain movement.
• Braking the chain by using fibers with a high cut resistance
which reduce chain speed by absorbing kinetic energy.
More than one of these principles is used in many cases.
There are three levels of protection which each correspond
to a different chainsaw protective function. lt is advisable
to select the boots to match the chain speed. lt is important
that boots and pants overlap.
Levels of protection
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Firebrigade Boots
Cut protection
DYNAMIC FIRE

Art. 21209 F2A HI3 AN CI SRC
Art. 21429 F2A HI3 AN CI SRC
cut protection 3 (28 m/s)

PROFI PREMIUM PLUS

Art. 2099 F2A HI3 AN CI SRC
cut protection 3 (28 m/s)

PROFI PREMIUM

Art. 9899 F2A HI3 CI SRC
cut protection 3 (28 m/s)

PROFI EXCLUSIV MEMBRAN
Art. 9205-99 F2A HI3 CI SRC
cut protection 3 (28 m/s)

These firefighting boots comply with
the standard EN 15090:2012 and the
EN ISO 17249:2013 + AC 2014

Your boot is produce with high-quality leather. Leather is a
natural product and requires special care.
Care lnstruction
1. After use to remove the mud with the brush. Wash away
caked dirt with water
2. Remove insole. Wet Boots to dry slowly and not directly on
a heat source
3. After the dry, please rub the leather with care product. Please
do not use fatty or oily care product. Please use only waxy
product‘s
4. lf possible, to wear two pairs of boots in change, so that the
other pairs of boots can dry

lmportant Information
EWS „Die Schuhfabrik“ e.K., Klosterstraße 18, D-06295 Lutherstadt Eisleben, as distributor from Personal protective equipment declares hereby, that the Personal protective equipment type „Safety boots category III“ fulfill the requirements of the regulation 2016/425 EU.
The valid EU declaration of conformity you can find under the following link:
www.ews-schuhfabrik.de/service/downloadcenter/eu-declarationofconformity
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